A REPORT OF INSPIRATIONAL SESSION AS MOVIE ON “IMPORTANCE OF AN EDUCATION” BY CE-IT DEPT ON 20th JAN, 2017
At its most basic level, education is important because it gives people the baseline skills to survive as adults in the world. These skills include basic literacy and numeracy, as well as the ability to communicate complete tasks and work with others.

To increase the curiosity of student about an Education, we CE-IT Dept. of Grow more Faculty of engineering had arranged motivational session to entertainment our students. in this we had play an amazing movie “Nil Battey Sannata”.

The film starring Swara Bhaskar has a strong message about how education can change your life. It does underline the message, but stays just short of being preachy and leaves you with a warm glow.

This movie is not just touching story of mother and daughter but also great chapter on the importance of education for healthy life.

It tells us that parent’s limitations need not stop his/her child too.
Review by students about Movie:

(1) 140560107021: this movie taught struggle of parents to make their children future bright.

(2) 140560107006: this movie taught how education can change our life.

(3) 150563107007: this movie taught mathematics is not hard if we relate it with our real life.
(4) 150563116007: this movie taught that answer of any question is in the question itself just we have to understand the question first.
In the last the best speech was delivered by our H.O.D.(CE-IT) mam, Mrs.Meghal prajapati. She said Education has many benefits and has positive impact in our life. An educated person is an asset for any country. Education provides people with a better understanding about the world they live in, and this helps them interact with family, friends and co-workers.

*****Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world. *****